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Application April 15, 1937, serial No. 137,023 

12 Claims. 

This invention relates to electric translating 
apparatus and especially to such apparatus in 
which electrical pulsations / are translated into 
reciprocating motion. 
One of the objects of the invention is to pro 

vide an apparatus for translating electrical pull 
sations into mechanical movement with a high 
degree of efficiency. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a highly efficient reciprocating motor with few 
moving parts. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an efficient reciprocating motor in which the 
length of stroke may be adjusted with load con 
ditions. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a reciprocating motor in which the noise level 

s 

is maintained at a minimum. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a reciprocating compressor with novel lubricat 
ing and cooling means. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide an electric refrigerator in which the com 
pressor for the refrigerant is operated by a re 
ciprocating electric motor. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
wide a reciprocating electric motor which will 
operate on alternating current. 
Other objects and objects relating to the 

method of constructing and assembling the var 
ious parts will be apparent as the description of 
the invention proceeds. 
The invention is illustrated in the accompany 

ing drawings, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view, partly in section, of one 

form of motor for translating electrical pulsa 
tions into reciprocating motion, together with a 
circuit diagram of the connections; 

Fig. 2 is a similar plan view, partly in section, 
of a motor adapted to operate on raw alter 
nating current; - 

Fig. 3 is a side elevational view, partly in sec 
tion, of a fluid compressor embodying the inven 
tion; 

Fig. 3a is an enlarged elevational view of One 
of the electrical connectors used with the device. 
of Fig. 3; 

Figs. 3b and 3c are plan and sectional eleva 
tional views respectively of one form of piston 
valve; 

Fig. 3d is a plan view of a modified form of 
piston valve; 

Fig. 3e is a fragmentary sectional view of a 
portion of the piston skirt; 

(C. 230-55) 
Fig. 3f is a fragmentary sectional end view of 

a modified form of piston assembly; 
Fig. 4 is a sectional side elevational view of 

a refrigerator with the compressor unit of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the electrical and 

gas connections for the compressor of Figs. 3 
and 4; 

Fig. 5a is a portion of the diagram of Fig. 5 
showing a modification thereof; 

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a modified elec 
trical circuit; 

Fig. 7 is a side elevational view, partly in sec 
tion, of a double-acting compressor using the 
principle of the invention; 

Fig. 8 is a sectional end view of the compres 
Sor unit of Fig. 7, taken on the line 8-8 of that 
figure; 

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an alter 
native connection for the moving coil of Figs. 
7 and 8; 

Fig. 10 is a sectional side elevational view of a 
diaphragm type of Compressor embodying the 
invention; 

Fig. 11 is a sectional plan view of the compres 

0. 

5 

Sor of Fig. 10, taken on the line - of that 
figure; 

Fig. 12 is an elevational view, partly in sec 
tion, of a bellows type compressor embodying the 
invention; and 

Fig. 13 is a sectional, elevational view of still 
another modified form of dynamic motor. 
In Fig. 1 a simple arrangement is shown for 

utilizing the invention and in which electrical 
pulsations or alternations are translated into re 
ciprocating motion. In order to accomplish this 
result I provide an annular magnetic field be 
tween a cylindrical core 10, which acts as one 
pole of the magnet, and a plate having a hole 
2 therein to receive the end of the core, which 

acts as the other pole. A coil 3 of wire may sur 
round the enlarged end Oa of the core O and 
the magnetic circuit may be completed by a 
U-shaped member 4 of magnetic material, to 
the central portion of which the enlarged end of 
the core O may be secured by any desired means, 
as by the shank 5 fitting tightly into a hole 6. 
The plate may then be fastened to tae ends of 
the U-shaped member 4 in a suitable manner, as 
by means of Screws . 

I prefer to have the end of the core ) extend 
Outwardly slightly beyond the plate and to 
provide a groove a around the surface thereof 
at a point about even with the inner edge of the 
hole 2. This groove may have a width about 
equal to one quarter of the thickness of the plate 
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2 
and may have about an equal depth. The coil 3 
may be securely held in place by the plate , a 
suitable insulating packing ring .3a being posi 
tioned between the plate and coil. The shoulder 
Ob on the enlarged portion foa may be prefer 

ably chamfered, as indicated, so as not to cut into 
the coil 3. 
A closely wound coil 8 of wire may be mounted 

for reciprocation in the annular field by means 
of a cylindrical support 9 which may be made of 
aluminum, if desired, or some other non-mag 
netic material, Such as stiff paper, and upon 
Which the coil may be cemented or otherwise 
attached. The support member 9 may have an 
end wall 20 which may be rigidly attached to a 
shaft 2 mounted for reciprocation in a bearing 
22. The opposite end. of the shaft 2 may be 
provided with a bifurcated connection 23 to 
which may be attached any mechanism to be 
driven by the reciprocating motor, as, for in 
stance, pumps, riveters, or the like, or the re 
ciprocations may be translated into rotary no 
tion in a manner which will be clearly under 
stood. 
When the coil 3 is energized by direct cur 

rent an intense magnetic field is set up in the air 
space between the plate and the magnetic 
core O. When an alternating current is passed 
through the coil 8 a. magnetic field is set up 
around the coil which is at right angles to the 
direct current field and causes the coil to move 
in one direction for one-half of the alternating 
current cycle and in the other direction for the 
other half. Thus the coil is caused to recipro 
cate in the field and carries with it the Sup 
porting member 9 and the shaft 2, and thus 
reciprocates any mechanism connected to it. 
In order to permit this apparatus to operate 

on alternating current power mains I may pro 
vide a transformer 32 having a primary winding 
33 and three secondary windings 34, 35 and 36. 
A rectifier tube 37 may have its filamentary cath 
Ode 38 energized by means of the winding 34, 
While the two anodes 39 and 40 may be connected 
to the ends of the coil 35. The center tap of the 
coil 35 may be connected to one side of the coil 
3, while the other side of the coil may be con 
nected to the filamentary Cathode 38. A pair of 
filter condensers 4 and 42 may be connected 
across the leads to the coil 3 to filter out pulsa 
tions produced by rectification, as will be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. With this ar 
rangement the coil 3 is provided with direct 
current when the transformer 32 is energized. 
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In order to provide the coil 8 with alternating 
current I connect it to the secondary winding 36, 
preferably using a potentiometer 43 to control 
the amount of current flowing in the coil f 8. With 
the potentiometer connected as shown, across the 
secondary 36, with the coil 8 connected between 
the arm 43a of the potentiometer and one side 
thereof, it is possible to adjust the voltage on the 
coil 8 from zero to the maximum voltage pro 
duced by the secondary 36. This adjustment of 
voltage of the coil 8 provides a means to control 
the force which is acting on the coil 8, and thus 
a means to adjust the power of the motor. 
Under Some conditions it may be desirable to 

dispense with the rectifier tube and transformer 
32, described in connection with the last figure, 
and operate the field coil on alternating current, 
An arrangement for doing this is shown in Fig. 2. 
The same principle of the reciprocating coil is 
used in this figure in which a U-shaped magnetic 
member 50 may be provided with a coil 5 sur 

2,194,585 
rounding the central pole piece 52, the latter being 
attached to the housing 50 at the center, similarly 
to that described in connection with Fig. 1, the 
plate 53 having a hole 54 in the center thereof 
to receive the end of the pole piece 52. The ends 
of the plate pole piece 53 may be attached to the 
ends of the member 50 by means of suitable 
screws 55. 

Also, similarly to the construction of Fig. 1 the 
coil 56 may be supported in the air gap between 
the pole piece 52 and the plate 53 by means of a 
cylinder. 57, of aluminum or other light weight 
non-magnetic material, which may be secured to 
the shaft 58 Supported for reciprocation in the 
bearing 59. This shaft may terminate in a bifur 
cated member 60 which may be attached to the 
mechanism to be driven. A compression Spring 
67 may be mounted around the shaft 58, between 
the bearing 59 and the cylinder 57, so that the 
shaft and cylinder may be urged by the action 
of the spring towards the right with the coil 
at its farthermost position in the magnetic field. 
The coil 5 is intended to be energized directly 

by alternating current received from the 110 volt 
power mains. In order to energize the coil 56, 
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however, I may provide another coil 68 wound on 
the core 52 and having a considerably smaller 
number of turns than the coil 5. This coil may 
act as a transformer Secondary having current at 
a lower voltage (for instance, 25 volts) induced 
in it from the coil 5f. The coil 68 may therefore 
be connected to the moving coil 56, preferably by 

30 

means of a potentiometer 69, which may be used 
to control the voltage of the coil and therefore 
to adjust the power of the motor. 
The alternating current in the coil 5, causes 

the field to alternate. At the same time, the cur 
rent in the coil 56 is alternating; hence the force 
tending to move the coil 56 is always acting in the 
same direction. Connections to the coil 56 are 
made So that the proper phase relation is ob 
tained between the current in the two coils which 
will cause the coil 56 to move in an outwardly 
direction. Or towards the left, as shown in Fig. 2, 
for each half of the alternating current cycle. As 
the coil moves against the action of the spring 
67, the spring Will return the coil to its innermost 
position again when the force causing it to move 
approaches zero or at each half of the alternat 
ing current cycle. 

It will be seen from the above arrangement that 
the device of Fig. 2 may be operated directly on 
alternating current without the use of any recti 
fier or filter circuit. The pole pieces may be made 
laminated, if desired, to reduce heating effects. 
An important use for the reciprocating motor 

itself may be to operate a reciprocating device, 
Such as a compressor, which might be used in 
an electrical refrigerating apparatus. Such a 
COmpreSSOr may consist merely of a reciprocating 
piston attached to the coil and may thus elimi 
nate all rotating parts. 
In Fig. 3 I have shown such a compressor 

adapted to be used in an electric refrigerator. 
In this figure a magnetic U-shaped member 75 
has a core member 76 atached to it, as by means 
of the shank 77 on the lower end of the core 
which may be threaded into a hole 78 in the mem 
ber 75 to form a rigid connection. A coil 80 may 
Surround the core 76 to energize it, and a plate 
8 may be provided with a hole 82 to fit over the 
upper end of the core 76 and leave an air space 
between it and the core. The plate 8 may rest 
upon the top of the two legs of the member 75 
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2,194,585 
and may be secured by means of screws, or in 
any other desired nanner, such as by welding. 
The Core member 76 may extend slightly above 

the plate 8 and may have an enlarged lower 
portion. 83 around. Which the coil 80 may be 
Wound. Also I prefer to provide a groove 76d, 
around the Core nearber about even with the 
lower edge of the plate 8 and having a width 
and depth about equal to one quarter of the 
thickness of the plate. This groove appears to 
aid in concertrating the magnetic flux in the 
annular Space between the plate and the end of 
the core 6. 
The coil 8 ray be rigidly held in place by the 

plate 8 with a gasket 80c. between the plate and 
the coil which inakes a Substantially liquid tight 
Seal between the coil and plate for a purpose to 
be hereinafter described. 
The cylinder 84 for the compressor may be 

mounted upoil the top of the plate 81 by means of 
four legs 85, which Inay extend outwardly and 
downwardly frons the sidies thereof, and have 
feet E6 which may be secured to the plate 8 by 
means of Suitable screws 8. A valve disc 88 
may rest oil top of the cylinder, a Suitable gasket 
being provided in between the cylinder and disc, 
and this disc may carry a pair of thin Spring steel 
valves 33 a depted to overlap each other on top of 
the disc and to cover a, hole 93 in the disc. The 
valves may be held in position by means of the 
Screws 96, 
Or top of the disc 88 provide a dish-shaped 

head 92 which may be made slightly larger in 
diameter that the disc 88 With a fange to fit ove' 
the dis3, a suitable gasket being used in between 
A pipe connecio. 93 may be formed integral 
with the head communicating with the under side 
thereof to for: the Outlet; for the COrapreSSOr. 
The head 32 may be secured in place by means 

of a yoke 94 which may be anchored to the 
cylinder by reds 95, the rods having threaded 
lower ends which engage tapped holes in the up 
per part of the legs, as shown, and threaded up 
per ends which may be provided with Securing 
nuts 95g. A set screw 96 at the center of the 
yoke may engage a recess 97 on the top of the 
head, and by tightening tie set Screw the head 
92 and valve disc 88 will be forced securely 
against; the top of the cylinder. If desired, a, 
second set screw 98 may be used to lock the first 
One, The piston 99 may comprise a hollow casting, 
preferably of aluminum, which may have a 
cylindrica: portion. Ge at its upper end adapted 
to have a sliding fit in the cylinder 84. The 
lower end of the portion E may have a plurality 
of large ports ( which may form the iniet ports 
for the congreSSO. - 
A thin steel disc valve f2 (Figs. 3b and 3C) 

may be secured or the top of the piston by meang 
of a central boit C3 and may cover the openings 
C4 in the top thereof. In Crder to insure the 

operation of this valve I preferably undercut the 
head of the boat 93 as at C3a which causes the 
periphery of the disc to rise sightly away from 
the top surface of the piston and reduces the 

O 

tension of the edge of the disc thereagainst. For 
use with a less dense gas I may prefer to use 
the valve illustrated in Fig. 3d where a thin steel 
cross 4d is used in place of the disc, the ends 
of the cross covering the holes in the top of the 
pistol, 

Belew the ports C the pistor may be some 
what larger in diameter and may be provided 
with a skir, G4t which may extend into the 

w 

washers 5. 

3 
annular space between the pole piece 76 and the 
plate 8, and have a reduced section (5 to receive 
the wires of the coil G6. 

I may compensate for the weight of the piston. 
and the pressure of the gas above it by means of 
a coil spring 99a inside the piston and Secured 
to the top of the piston by the valve bolt 63 and 
to the pole piece 6 by 2, suitable screw a. 
When the Winding 8G is energized by direct 

current, producing an intense field across the 
air space between the plate 8 and the core nem 
ber 6, and alternating current is run through 
the coil C6, novenient of the coil will result, 
thereby reciprocating the piston in the cylinder. 

Fluid is introduced into the compression space 
of the cylinder through the openings C in the 
piston and the spring valve C2 in the top thereof. 
Fluid leaves the cylinder through the flap valves 
89 in the disc 88 and the outlet connection 93 in 
the head 92. 
In order to make the electrical connections for 

the moving coil finay use a pair of resilient con 
nectors C extending between the skirt foll of 
the piston and insulating blocks G8 mounted on 
the outermost edge of the plate 8 . Each of the 
connectors C (Fig. 30) may comprise One or 
more corrugated ribbons, preferably one, (9, of 
phosphor bronze and, if additional Suport is re 
quired, one or more others, , of steel, laid one 
upon the other with the outer ends Secured to the 
insulating block 98 by Kneans of a screw f, the 
screw also holding a jug 2 to which the Connec 
tion may be made. The inner end of the connec 
tor G may be bent upwardly and Secured to the 
piston skirt G4t by a rivet or bolt 24 (Fig. 3e) 
and insulated therefron by Stitable insulating 

The corrugations on these connec 
tors are sufficient to permit rapid reciprocation. 
of the piston without breaking the connectors, 
but in order to insure against breakage I may 
provide limiting guides fa and f Ga (Fig. 3a) 
at the outer and inner ends of the connectors 
which are curved, as show, to prevent sharp 
bends in the connectors when in operation. 
The ends of the coil 6 may be connected to 

the inner ends of the connectors ?el, as shown 
in Fig. 3a. To do this I preferably provide 
grooves 9a (Fig. 3e) in the skirt (4t in which 
the wires may be cemented, the Wire for the 
lowermost end of the coil thus passing under the 
turns thereof. 

Inasmuch as the connector applies a slight 
sidewise force against the piston When the pistor 
reciprocates, prefer to use two connectors, one 
opposite the other, so that these effects will be 
balanced out. However, under certain condi 
tions, I may dispense with one connector entirely 
and ground one end of the coil directly to the 
piston so that one side of the transformer Sec 
ondary supplying current to the coil may be 
attached to any portion of the motor or contain 
er, while the other side of the coil will be fed 
through the resilient connector. 

I may desire to operate the compressor with 
its driving mechanism as shown inside of a drum. 
or container which also may act as a reser 
voir for luoricating oil and the refrigerating 
fluid. This container 6 may comprise a lower 
compartment in which the magnetic member 
75 may resiliently rest upon coil springs if 8 pro 
vided for that purpose. In order to support the 
springs I may prefer to mount the whole dynamic 
motor upon a plate 9 which may be screwed or 
otherwise attached to the magnetic member 75 
and which may be provided with lugs 20 around 
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which the springs 8 may fit. Corresponding 
lugs 2, spotwelded or otherwise attached inside 
the compartment 7 to the bottom thereof, may 
receive the lower ends of the springs. An upper 
compartment f 22 may be sealed to the lower con 
partment by means of flanges 23 and 24, re 
spectively, formed on the upper and lower con 
partments and held together by means of Screws 
25, a suitable gasket 26 being used to make a 

gas-tight connection and stiffening rings 27 and 
28 being used, if desired, above and below the 

flangeS. 
In order to provide lubrication for the moving 

piston I prefer to substantially fill the lower con 
partment f 7 with some lubricating oil f29, such 
as Russian mineral oil, so that the field coil 80 
and moving coil 06 operate in the oil as well as 
the lower skirt O4b of the piston. Reciproca 
tion of the piston will cause oil to Splash up and 
lubricate the upper portions thereof. The rapid 
movement of the coil le6 in the circulating oil 
prevents the coil from overheating and permits 
the use of a much larger current in the coil than 
would be possible otherwise with the same size 
wire. This aids in maintaining a high degree of 
efficiency, as the more current that can be passed 
through the coil the greater will be the power 
generated. 
The upper compartment 22 of the container 
6 may be provided with an inlet connection 30 

by means of which the refrigerant may enter it, 
and an outlet connection 3 may be provided in 
the lower compartment if 7 and may be con 
nected to the cylinder outlet connection 93 by 
means of a length of tubing 32 and suitable fit 
tings. The tubing may pass once or twice around 
the whole motor assembly to give it resiliency 
to permit movement of the motor within the con 
tainer. 
vapor then flows into the container if 6 through 

the inlet connection 30 and fills the Space above 

70 

non-magnetic material, such as brass. 

the oil f29. It is therefore free to pass into the 
piston 99 and up through the valve 02 into the 
compression space of the cylinder as the piston 
makes its downward stroke. Movement of the 
piston in an upwardly direction compresses the 
vapor inside of the cylinder into gas and forces 
the compressed gas through the valve disc 88 
and the outlet connection 93 in the cylinder and 
through the pipe 32 and the container outlet 
connection 3. 

Electrical connections may be made to the 
dynamic motor through the lower wall of the 
container by means of terminals which may be 
secured in the wall of the lower compartment 

7. Thus a pair of terminals 35 and 36 which 
are suitably insulated from the Walls of the con 
tainer and which form a gas-tight lead-in 
through the wall thereof may be used to connect 
the field winding 80, while a pair of similar ter 
minals 37 and 38 may be used for completing 
the circuit to the resilient connectors 01 for the 
moving coil. If one end of the moving coil is con 
nected directly to the piston, only one of the ter 
minals 37 and f38 need be used, the other con 
nection being made to any metal part of the con 
tainer. w 

I have found it desirable to eliminate all stray 
magnetic fields so as to concentrate the magnetic 
flux as much as possible in the annular Space be 
tween the central pole and the topplate. 
Therefore I prefer to make the cylinder 84, the 
valve disc 88, the head 92, and the yoke 94, as 
well as the upper part of the container 6 of 

I have 
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found that this not only improves the efficiency 
of the whole apparatus but also prevents certain 
difficulties from arising, as, for instance, magnetic 
sticking of the exhaust valve if the cylinder is 
made of iron or steel. 
In order to have a compressor of high efficiency 

it is important to have the compression Space in 
the cylinder as small as possible at the end of 
the compression stroke. Hence the various parts 
should be so designed that the upper end of the 
piston closely approaches the valve disc 88 at 
the upper end of its stroke when operated at 
maximum power. The strength of the spring 
99a is also important in bringing about this con 
dition without knocking of the piston at either 
end of the stroke. 
Inasmuch as the oil in the annular space be 

tween the core and the plate is trapped therein' 
by the gasket 80a it has a cushioning effect on 
the piston which prevents the lower edge of the 
piston from striking the shoulder of the core on 
its downward stroke, especially under changing 
load conditions. 

Fig. 3f shows a modified form of the construc 
tion wherein further use is made of the oil 
cushion. Here the core 77a is made similar to 
the core 76 of Fig. 3 with a groove 77b to receive 
and trap the oil. However the plate 8 a may be 
provided with ducts 8b and 8c extending 
through the plate from edge to edge, parallel to 
and near the under Surface thereof. These ducts 
open into the hole 82a about even with the groove 

b to transmit oil to and from the groove. 
When the piston skirt fo4c moves in the annular 
Space between the plate and core, oil is caused to 
circulate back and forth through these ducts 
giving a continuous movement to all the oil in 
the container 6 which insures cooling of the 
motor. 

If desired, I may provide a hole 82b in the top 
of the plate communicating with the duct 8 ?c 
in which may be screwed a pipe 82c which may 
extend upwardly and be bent at the upper end 
towards the center of the upper container 22. 
This pipe may have a nozzle 82d at the upper end 
So that oil forced through it will be directed 
against the top of the container 22. A plug 
33a having a small hole therethrough may be 
threaded into the outer end of the duct 8 c so 
that most of the oil forced through the duct 
will pass up through the pipe 82c although. Some 
will pass through the plug. 
With this arrangement oil is not only con 

tinually circulated about in the lower container 
7, but is also sprayed against the inside wall 

of the upper container 22 so that vibration of 
this upper container, which would normally be 
in contact only with the vapor of the refrigerant, 
is dampened and the noise level of the whole ap 
paratus is thus reduced. 

Oil is forced in and out of the duct 8b at the 
same time the oil is sprayed from the pipe 82c, 
but if desired a valve 83b may be placed in the 
outer end of the duct 8 b to make this duct always 
act as the inlet. 

In Fig. 3f a modified form of the piston is also 
shown. The wall Oob between the Small end 
00d and the skirt 04c may have an angle of 

about 45° and the upper edges of the core la 
may be chamfered to conform to this angle. The 
top of the core may be provided with a recess of a 
to receive oil, and a plurality of holes 00c may 
be provided around the top of the piston skirt to 
let oil out when the piston comes down. I have 
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found that although the oil level is about as in 
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dicated by the dot and dash line 29 of Fig. 3, 
the oil inside the piston rises considerably above 
the top of the core. The action of the oil coming 
through the holes 00c dampens the lower end of 
the piston stroke and reduces the tendency of the 
piston to strike the core. With this arrangement 
the coil spring within the piston may in some 
cases be eliminated. 
The modified parts shown in Fig. 3f may be 

Substituted for the corresponding parts of Fig. 3 
for use as a compressor in an electric refrigerator. 

In Figs. 4 and 5 the compressor of Fig. 3 is 
shown mounted in a refrigerator 39 having a 
compartment 40 in the base to house the mecha 
nism and a cold compartment 4 in which the 
freezing coils 42 may be suspended. A pipe 43 
may extend upwardly at the rear of the cabinet 
to deliver the condensed and liquefied gas from 
the bottom of the liquid receiving tank 44 to the 
expansion valve 42d at the inlet to the freezing 
coils 42. The top of the receiving tank i4 may 
be connected by means of a pipe 45 to the bot 
tom of a condenser 46 which may be connected 
to the outlet connection 3 of the compressor unit. 
A pipe 47 may connect the inlet 30 of the com 
preSSOr unit with the outlet of the freezing coils 
42 and may be located at the rear of the cabinet. 
Similarly to the circuit diagram of Fig. 1, I 

preferably provide for the refrigerator a trans 
former 48 which may have a primary coil f49 
connected to the power mains through a thermo 
static switch 50 which turns on and off the ap 
paratus as the temperature fluctuates. Any suit 
able thermostatic switch may be used for control 
ling this operation, as, for instance, the tempera 
ture-operated device 5, which may be connected 
by Suitable levers 52 and rapid action lever 53 to 
device is well understood. 
One secondary 55 of the transformer may be 

used to energize the filamentary cathode 56 of 
the rectifier tube 57, the anodes 58 of which 
may be connected to opposite ends of the high 
voltage coil 59 of the transformer. The mid 
tap of the secondary 59 may be connected to one 
side of the field coil 80, while the other side may 
be connected to the cathode 56 of the rectifier. 
A pair of condensers 60 and 6 may be used to 
filter out the pulsations in the D. C. supply from 
the rectifier. Another winding 62 on the trans 
former 48 may be used to supply the current for 
the moving coil 06, this winding being preferably 
connected across the end terminus of a potentiom 
eter 63, while the moving coil 06 may be con 
nected between One end terminal of the potenti 
Ometer and the moving arm 64. The circuit, ar 
rangement is exactly the same as described in 
connection with Fig. 1 with the addition of the 
thermostatic valve to turn on and off the operat 
ing current. 
The transformer 48, rectifier tube 57 and 

condensers 60 and 6 may be positioned in close 
proximity within the mechanism compartment 
40 of the refrigerator, and may be positioned 
within any suitable enclosure, as, for instance, the 
metal can 65. The controlling potentiometer 
may be conveniently located at the top of the 
cabinet, as shown, the Wires for connecting it to 
the transformer 48 and moving coil 06 being 
led down to the container 65 in any convenient 
Be. 
The potentiometer used in the circuit of Fig. 5 

may be Omitted if desired, as shown in Fig. 5a, by 
taking taps 62a off of the secondary 62 with a 
suitable switch f 63a to select any desired tap. 
The advantage of eliminating the expensive po 

5 
tentiometer will be evident. The switch 63a may 
be substituted for the potentiometer 63 shown 
at the top of the cabinet in Fig. 4. 
The circuit arrangement described above will 

cause the compreSSOr to operate at a rate of sixty 
strokes per Second when sixty cycle current is 
used. By a simple circuit arrangement I may 
double the rate of operation and a circuit dia 
gram for such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. 
Here a transformer 66 is shown having secon 
daries 67 and 68 connected to the rectifier tube 
69 in the same manner as shown in Fig. 5. A 

secondary 70 may be used to energize the moving 
coil through a potentiometer when a double 
throw Switch T2 is in its uppermost position. 
When in such position the potentiometer 7 re 
ceives sixty cycle alternating current exactly the 
same as in the preceding figures. 
When the Switch is in its lowermost position, 

however, the potentiometer is connected across 
the rectifer tube 69 through a high resistance 
73 of approximately ten thousand ohms and a 

condenser 74, so that the potentiometer receives 
two direct current impulses for each cycle. The 
low potential side of the resistance 73 may be 
connected to ground through another high resist 
ance 75, also in the order of ten thousand ohms. 
The low side of the rectifier may be connected 
through a low resistance 76 of about 300 ohms to 
ground. 
In this arrangement I have shown an amplifier 

tube 77 interposed between the potentiometer 
if and the moving coil of the motor, (not shown 
in this figure,) and this tube may be of the 6L6 
type having a filament 8 which may be ener 
gized by a separate winding 79 on the trans 
former 66. The cathode 80 of the tube may 
be grounded, while the anode 8 may be con 
nected through the primary of a transformer 82 
to the high side of the rectifier 69 through the 
dynamic motor field coil which is indicated at 
i83 and which may have a resistance of about 
1000 ohms and a current carrying capacity of 
about 150 milliamperes. The secondary of the 
transformer f82 may be directly connected to the 
moving coil. The screen grid 84 of the tube 77 
may be connected to the high side of the primary 
of the transformer 82, and a suitable condenser 
85 may connect this point to ground. The con 

trol grid 86 of the tube 77 may be connected 
to the arm of the potentiometer 7. 
With the arrangement just described the field 

for the magnet is energized by the plate and 
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screen grid current of the amplifying tube 77 
which is used to amplify the variations of poten 
tial across the potentiometer 7 before they are 
introduced to the moving coil. While one ampli 
fier tube is shown, others may be used in cascade 
under certain conditions, and such amplifier 
tubes may also be used with the circuits of Figs. 1 
and 5. 

In using a refrigerator embodying the inven 
tion it is possible to vary the length of the stroke 
by adjusting the potentiometer in the moving 
coil circuit, as the less voltage delivered to the 
moving coil the Smaller the force acting on it. 
Hence, while the frequency or reciprocation of 
the piston remains the same the amount of fluid 
which it handles may be increased or decreased, 
and therefore the freezing speed of the refriger 
ator may be changed. While I have found the 
circuit of Fig. 5 to be Sufficient to adjust the freez 
ing speed to a greater degree than mechanical re 
frigerators now in use, I have found that the 
speed may be greatly augmented by the circuit of 
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Fig. 6, wherein the frequency doubling network is 
used to double the frequency of reciprocation of 
the piston. 
The compressor unit described in connection 

with the preceding figures has a single pistOn 
and cylinder. It may be desired, however, to pro 
vide a double acting pump, and Such an arrange 
ment is shown in Fig. 7. Here a pair of cylinders 
90 and 9, each of which may correspond to the 
cylinder 84, already described, may be horizontal 
ly mounted on a steel plate 92 with their Open 
ends facing each other. The cylinder 90 may be 
supported on a pair of legs S3 while the cylinder 
9 may be supported on a pair of legs 94, these 
legs having feet 95 and 96, respectively, secured 
to the plate by suitable screws or bolts 197 and 
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The outer ends of the cylinders 90 and 9 
may be provided with valve discs 90a and 9 fa, 
respectively, which may be exactly similar to the 
valve disc 88 of Fig. 3, and cylinder heads 200a 
and 20 a may be suitably secured to the cylinders 
by means of a plurality of bolts 202a and 203a 
spaced around the cylinders and engaging lugs 
formed on the cylinders and heads for that pur 
pOSe. 
The Outlet connections 204a and 205a of the 

cylinders 190 and 19 respectively may be joined 
together by a T fitting 26a so that a common 
outlet is provided for both cylinders. 
A piston 99 may have a cylindrical portion 

200 at one end, adapted to have a sliding fit in 
the cylinder 90, and a cylindrical portion 20, 
at the other end, adapted to have a sliding fit 
within the cylinder 9. Each end of the piston 
is closed except for openings 202 and 203 which 
may be covered respectively by valves 204 and 205. 
The valve construction may be similar to that 
already described in connection with the single 
acting device. 
The central portion 206 of the piston 99 may 

be larger in diameter than the diameter of the 
ends thereof, and portions of the walls may be 
cut out as at 207 and 208 to form the intake ports 
for the piston. A coil 209 may be wound around 
the central portion 206 and constitutes the mov 
ing coil to reciprocate the piston. 
One pole for the magnetic field for the coil 209 

may comprise an internal core member 20 which 
is large enough in diameter so that, the central 
portion 206 of the piston has a sliding fit there 
on, and which may be provided with two exten 
sions 2 and 22 for supporting it in position. 
These ends may extend axially from the midpoint 
of the piston to a point falling within the cutout 
portions 207 and 208 of the piston, so that sup 
porting posts 23 and 24 may be provided for 
the core which may be threaded into tapped holes 

The lower ends of the posts 23 
and 24 may have threaded shanks which pass 
through holes in the plate 92 and may be se 
cured on the lower side thereof by means of the 
nuts 25 and 26. The core member 20 forms 
one pole of the magnetic field and the supports 
23 and 24 as well as the plate 92 form a por 
tion of the magnetic path. . 9. 
The other pole of the magnet may comprise a 

rectangular plate 27 provided with al-hole 28 in 
which the coil 209 may loosely fit. This plate 
may be supported upon a single post 29 which 
may be suitably secured to the plate f 924 and 
which may be provided with a surrounding coil 

75 
220 to energize the magnetic field. The post 29 
supports the plate 2 ft. in spaced relation to the 
core 20 and surrounding coil support 206. 

2,194,585 
I have found it expedient in assembling the 

double acting pump, as just described, to make 
the piston 99 in two parts which may be thread 
ed together somewhere in the central portion 206, 
as indicated at 22. The core 2.0 may then be 
inserted in one-half of the piston before the other 
half is attached thereto. 
The electrical connections may be made by re 

silient connectors 222 and 223 (Fig. 8), which 
may be exactly similar to those already described, 
and connected in the same manner. The coil 
209 may, in some instances, be wound in two sec 
tions, each wound in the same direction forming 
one coil which may be connected as already 
shown in Fig. 5. However, I may prefer to con 
nect this coil in a slightly different manner. Fig. 
9 shows the coil with the extreme ends connected 
to a potentiometer 224 which is in turn connected 
across a coil 225 forming the current supply sec 
ondary. The central arm. 226 of the potentiom-. 
eter may be connected to the midpoint 227 of the 
coil. By adjusting the arm on the potentiometer 
an adjustment of the position of the coil in the 
magnetic field may be obtained, and therefore an 
adjustment of the position of the piston. The 
length of the stroke may also be controlled in 
this manner. 
The double acting compressor just described 

may be substituted for the single acting pump of 
Fig. 3 by connecting the outlet T fitting 206a, to 
the resilient outlet pipe 32 and by connecting 
the leads of the field coil 220 to the terminals 
35 and 36 and the connectors 222 and 223 to 

the terminals 37 and 38. Then when direct 
current is passed through the coil 220 the plate 
27 becomes one pole of the magnetic field, while 
the core 20 becomes the other pole, and an in 
tense field is produced in the annular space sur 
rounding the coil 209. Alternating current in 
the coil 209 will cause the piston to move back 
and forth in the two cylinders, and, as the outlets 
of both cylinders are connected together, a com 
pression pulse is produced in the compression line 
for movement of the piston in each direction, 
making one hundred and twenty pulses per sec 
Ond for sixty cycle alternating current. 
While the invention may be preferably used in 

connection with a piston type compressor, I may 
also use it with a diaphragm compressor, as 
shown in Fig. 10. In this arrangement the dy. 
namic motor 228 may be exactly the same as that 
described in connection with Figs. 1, 2 or 3, the 
moving coll being mounted on a reciprocating 
member 229. A rod 230 may be rigidly attached 
to the member 229 and may have its other end 
connected to the center of a diaphragm 23 f which 
is Supported on a suitable bracket 232 provided 

: for that purpose and attached to the top plate of 
the motor. A compression head 233 may be 
mounted on top of the diaphragm leaving a small 
compression space 234 above the diaphragm and 
having inlet and outlet connections 235 and 236 
With Suitable inlet and exhaust valves 237 and 
238 respectively for controlling the movement of 
the fluid. As the diaphragm springs up and 
down alternate compression and suction will 
cause fluid to flow in the direction of the arrows, 
as will be clearly understood. 
In Fig. 12 I have shown the invention incor 

porating a bellows type of pump. Here the mo 
tor 239 may be exactly the same as shown in con 
nection with Fig. 10, and the pump head 240 may 
be similar to the head 233 of Fig. 10. Instead of 
the diaphragm, however, a bellows 24 may be 
closed at the bottom where it is attached to the 
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reciprocating power member 242 and open at its 
upper end where it may be secured to the head 
member 240 which may be supported from the top 
plate of the motor by means of the frame or 
bracket 243. 

I prefer to construct the bellows in such a 
manner that it will provide a minimum of com 
preSSion Space. To this end a plurality of discs 
may be arranged in pairs with the discs of each 
pair, as for instance, 24.2a and 243a, secured to 
gether at their cuter edges by folding the edges 
Over and welding. The lower disc 243g of one 
pair and the upper disc 244a of an adjacent pair 
may be welded at their centers to a washer 245d. 
to make a gas tight joint. The other pairs of 
discs may be connected similarly. All of the 
discs, except the bottom one, may have a small 
hole 246a at the center so that when the bellows 
is collapsed the Only space left is the space in the 
holes. 

Reciprocation of the member 242 will cause 
the bellows to expand and contract, producing 
the pumping action in the compression head 24 
and causing liquid or gas to flow therethrough. 
While in most of the figures I have shown 

dynamic motors in which the field is energized 
by direct current and the moving coil by alter 
nating or pulsating current, I wish to make it 
clear that this arrangement may be reversed, the 
field being supplied with alternating or pulsat 
ing current and the moving coil with direct cur 
rent. In this case, however, it is preferable to 
laminate the magnetic circuit so as to reduce 
eddy currents and prevent overheating of the 
magnet. 
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also provide a means to adjust the stroke 
of the reciprocating part by the use of the po 
tentiometer (Figs. 1, 5 and 6) or the tapped 
transformer secondary (Fig. 5a) in the moving 
coil circuit. I may accomplish this same result, 
however, if desired, by controlling the amount 
of current in the field coil while maintaining con 
stant the current in the moving coil, or I may 
adjust the value of both simultaneously. 
In some cases I may dispense with the field 

Winding and use a field produced by a permanent 
magnet. Fig. 13 illustrates one form of a per 
manent magnet motor. The U-shaped member 
26, center core 262 and top plate 263 are pref 
erably made of some metal or alloy, such as an 
alloy of steel and cobalt, which may be highly 
magnetized and is capable of holding its mag 
netism for a long period of time. A similar an 
nular space is provided between the core 262 
and the plate 263, as has been illustrated in con 
nection with the moters already described, and 
a moving coil 264 wound on a thin cylinder 263 
is mounted for reciprocation in this space. The 
cylinder 265 may be attached to the piston of a 
compressor or to any other mechanism to be 
driven, and the electrical connections to the coil 
264 may be made in the manner described in 
connection with the other figures. This type of 
motor may be substituted, if desired, for any 
of those illustrated. 

It may be more convenient to provide an an 
nular configuration for the magnetic field and 
therefore for the moving coil. The invention 
comprehends, however, the use of any desired 
configuration for the field and coil, which may 
be made for instance, oval, square, triangular, 
octagonal, etc. to suit any particular construc 
tion of parts. 

It will be evident from the description of the 
various figures that I have provided a dynamic 

7 
notor which may be used to translate electrical 
impulses into mechanical reciprocating or ro 
tary motion and which may be particularly adapt 
ed for use with compressors or other recipro 
cating devices. I have found the motor to be 
eXcellent in operating the compressor of an elec 
tric refrigerator where it has many advantages. 
Among these may be listed the fact that the 
whole apparatus may be hermetically sealed with 
the piston as the only moving part, and the 
stroke of the piston may be readily adjusted by 
adjusting the current flowing through the mov 
ing coil. This adjustment of the piston stroke 
permits the output of the compressor to be varied 
without changing the frequency of reciproca 
tion, and hence freezing time in an electric re 
frigerator may be increased or decreased at will. 
Many other variations of the invention may be 

used. Without departing from the Spirit thereof, 
‘and I do not, therefore, desire to limit the in 
vention other than by the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A fluid compressor unit comprising an elec 

tro magnet having pole pieces cooperating to 
form a tubular air gap therebetween, an elonn 
gated conductor wound in a tubular form to fit 
in Said air gap, means to mount said conductor 
for reciprocation in said air gap, means to ener 
gize said electro magnet with direct current, 
means to pass an alternating current through 
Said conductor, a compreSSOr having a stationary 
member and a movable member, and means to 
operatively connect said conductor to said mov 
able member. 

2. A compressor comprising an electro magnet 
having pole pieces arranged to form a tubular air 
gap therebetween, a conductor Wound in a tubul 
lar form to fit into said air gap, means to mount 
Said conductor for reciprocation in Said air gap, 
a cylinder, and a piston mountedi for reciproca 
tion in said cylinder and rigidly attached to said 
conductor. 

3. A Compressor unit comprising an electro 
magnet having pole pieces arranged to form a. 
tubular air gap therebetween, an elongated con 
ductor wound in a tubular form so as to fit into 
Said air gap, means to energize said electro mag 
net With direct current, means to pass alter 
nating current through said conductor, a cylin 
der supported in Spaced relation from Said elec 
tro magnet, and a piston mounted in said cylin 
der and rigidly attached to said conductor. 

4. A compressor comprising an electro mag 
net having pole pieces arranged to form a tubul 
lar air gap therebetween, an elongated conduce 
tor wound in a tubular form. So as to fit into 
said air gap, a double ended piston rigidly at 
tached to said conductor, and a pair of cylin 
diers, one cooperating with each end of said 
piston. 

5. A fluid compressor unit comprising an elec 
tromagnet having pole pieces arranged to form 
a tubular air gap therebetween, an elongated 
conductor wound in a tubular form so as to fit 
into said air gap, a pumping device comprising 
a stationary part and a moving part, means to 
rigidly attach said stationary part to said elec 
tromagnet, means to rigidly attach said moving 
part to said conductor, a transformer having a 
primary adapted to be connected to a Source of 
alternating current, a secondary on said trans 
former, means to connect said secondary to said 
movable conductor, a second higher voltage sec 
ondary for said transformer, means to rectify 
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and means to energize said electromagnet with 
said rectified current. 

6. A compressor having a stationary part and 
a linearly moving part, an electromagnet rigidly 
Secured to said stationary part and having pole 
pieces arranged to form a tubular air gap there 
between, said tubular air gap being on the axis 
of movement of said moving part, an elongated 
conductor wound in a tubular form so as to fit 
into said air gap, means to rigidly secure said 
conductor to said moving part so that reciproca 
tion of said conductor will cause reciprocation of 
said moving part, means to energize said electro 
magnet, and means to pass current through said 
conductor, said means comprising at least one 
resilient electrical connector rigidly supported at 
One end on said electromagnet and at the other 
end on said movable conductor. 

7. A compressor unit comprising a cylinder, 
having an open end, an electromagnet rigidly 
attached to said cylinder and having pole pieces 
arranged to form a tubular air gap therebetween, 
the axis of which coincides with the axis of said 
cylinder, and Said air gap being positioned in 
front of the open end of said cylinder, a conduc 
tor wound in a tubular form so as to fit into said 
air gap, a piston mounted for reciprocation in the 
Open end of said cylinder and rigidly attached to 
Said conductor, so that said piston forms the 
Support for said conductor in said air gap, means 
to energize said electromagnet, and means to 
energize said conductor, one of said means sup 
plying pulsating current. 

8. A compressor unit comprising an electro 
magnet having pole pieces arranged to form a 
tubular air gap, a cylinder mounted in spaced 
relation to said electromagnet and having an 
Open end facing Said electromagnet, the axis of 
said cylinder coinciding with the axis of said air 
gap, a piston mounted for reciprocation in the 
open end of said, cylinder, a skirt on the outer 
end of Said piston having a tubular form adapted 
to fit into said air gap, a coil of wire wound 
around Said skirt, means to energize said elec 
tromagnet, and means to energize said coil, one 
of said means supplying pulsating current. 

9. A compressor for an electric refrigerator 
comprising a member having a compression 
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chamber therein, a movable member associated 
with said compression chamber to alter the space 
therein when said movable member is moved, a 
conductor wound in a tubular form and opera 
tively connected to said movable member, means 
to create an intense tubular magnetic field SO 
shaped that said tubular conductor will fit 
therein, means to position said magnetic field 
SO as to include said tubular conductor therein, 
means to energize said tubular conductor, and 
means to vary the energization thereof. 

10. A compressor for an electric refrigerator 
comprising a cylinder, a piston mounted for re 
ciprocation within said cylinder, an electromag. 
net having pole pieces arranged to form a tubu 
lar air gap therebetween, a tubular member at 
tached to said piston and adapted to reciprocate 
freely in said air gap, a conductor Wound upon 
said tubular member, means to energize Said 
electromagnet, means to energize Said conduc 
tor, one of said means Supplying alternating 
current, and means to vary the current passed 
through said conductor. 

11. An electro dynamic compressor comprising 
a member having a compression chamber there 
in, a diaphragm closing said chamber, an elec 
tromagnet having pole pieces arranged to form 
a tubular air gap therebetween, an elongated 
conductor wound in a tubular form So as to fit 
into said tubular air gap, said conductor being 
rigidly attached to said diaphragm, means to 
energize said electromagnet, and means to ener 
gize said conductor, one of said means Supplying 
pulsating current. 

12. A compressor comprising a member having 
a compression chamber therein, a bellows at 
tached to said member and cooperating with Said 
compression chamber so as to vary the fluid pres 
sure therein as said bellows is expanded and con 
tracted, an electromagnet having pole pieces 
arranged to form a tubular air space therebe 
tween, an elongated conductor wound in a tubul 
lar form to fit into said tubular air Space, means 
to operatively connect said conductor with said 
bellows, means to energize said electromagnet, 
and means to energize said conductor, one of Said 
means supplying pulsating current. 

FORENA. J. WON DELDEN. 
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